1. The semigroup analogue of the Pontrjagin duality theorem was first studied in [l] . In that paper, it was shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for duality in discrete abelian semigroups is that the semigroup be a union of groups and have an identity element. Such semigroups we shall call inverse semigroups.
For compact abelian topological semigroups it was shown in [l] that the separation of points by semicharacters is a sufficient condition for duality in an inverse semigroup with identity. In [2] it was shown that, in any topological abelian semigroup, a necessary condition for duality is that the semigroup be an inverse semigroup with identity and continuous inversion. In this paper we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions that semicharacters separate points in a topological abelian inverse semigroup with identity which is compact, or locally compact with continuous inversion. In the compact case we obtain the same result as has been given by Sneperman [5] , using different methods.
Definition.
An abelian semigroup is a nonempty set 5 together with a map m : (x, y)-*xy on SXS to S, such that x(yz) = (xy)z and xy = yx for all x, y and z in S. If 5 is a Hausdorff topological space and the mapping m is continuous, 5 is called a topological abelian semigroup.
A semicharacter x of a topological abelian semigroup 5 is a bounded, continuous, complex-valued function on 5, not identically zero, satisfying x(xy) -x(x)x(y) f°r all x and y in S. We denote the set of semicharacters of 5 by 5 . We endow S with the compact open topology. The following facts are to be found in [1 ] , [3 ] or [4 J. 2. Let 5 be a topological, abelian inverse semigroup, which has an identity element. Let E denote the set of idempotent elements of 5. For e and/ in E we write e^f if and only iief = e: thus e^f if and only if eESf. The relation ^ defines a partial order on E. For e in E, H{e) will denote the maximal subgroup of 5 which contains e.
2.1. Definition.
An idempotent e in 5 is said to be generating if
is an open and closed, prime ideal in S. We observe that if 5 is a continuous-inverse semigroup then Je is an open prime ideal in S for every e in E. Let E" denote the set of all generating idempotents in E. If 5 is compact then Eg is nonempty since it contains the idempotent in the minimal ideal.
Let e and / be elements of E with f^e. Let IL}: H{e)-*H{f) be defined by I3^(x) =/x. It is easily seen that IT "f is a continuous homomorphism. Further, if fi^e and f2^e then fif2^e and 11^ Il'j/2 = Uf2Hf/lf2. In particular, if e is in E and \ea} is a net in E with eafe and for each a and ß there exists y, y>a and y>ß such that eyea = ea and eyeß-eß, then [H{ea), LT^, a>ß] is an inverse system of topological groups.
2.2. Definition. The set Eg of generating idempotents is said to be dense from below in E if for each ein E there exists a net {ea} in Egr\Se such that ea->e. . If Xt^y are points of 77(e) then xe"->xe = xandyea-*ye-y, so that xea¿¿yea for some a. Hence n(x)?£ II(y). For (xa) in G(e), Xcßß=Xß, for ß<a; and {xa} is a net in 5, a compact space. If x is a cluster point of \xa} it is clear that II(x) = (x"). Hence II is one-one and onto. Since 77(e) is compact, II is a homeomorphism.
Hence II is the required isomorphism.
2.4. Lemma. Let S be a locally compact, abelian, continuous-inverse semigroup. If Eis totally disconnected then Ea is dense from below.
Proof. Let e belong to E, and choose a compact, open neighbourhood V of e. Clearly E is closed in S, so that EC\ V is also compact. We have to show that there exists / in EC\ V such that/ge and / is in Eg. Treating E(~\ F as a partially ordered set under ^ we can use the compactness of this set to show that there is a minimal element / in EC\V such that/^e.
If/ were not in EQ then Jf = U {77(e'): e' G E and e'f ^ f\ is an open, but not closed, prime ideal in S. Let \xa) be a net in
Jf with xa->XoG7/. Then x«1-*x^x in S, so that ea=xax~1->e0 = x0x¿"l. Now e0f=f so that eaf-^f, and since/ is in V there exists a so that eaf is in V. Now eaf^fúe and / minimal imply that eaf=f; a contradiction. Hence/ is in E", and Eg is dense from below. 2.5. We precede the main theorems with some remarks. Let 5 be an abelian continuous-inverse semigroup with an identity element. In order to show that S separates points of 5 it is sufficient to show that (i) if x 9^y are in 77(e) then 5" separates x and y and (ii) if e ¿¿f are in E then 5 separates e and/. But, if e and/are in E, we can separate e and/ if we can separate either e and ef or/ and ef. Hence, it is sufficient in case (ii) to separate each e and / in E for which e g/.
If e is in Eg and xo is a character of 77(e) we can construct x in 5* as follows. We define x(x) = Xo(x) if x is in 77(e) and xW =0 if x is in Je. Then x is a (continuous) semicharacter on the ideal Je\JH(e) and has a unique extension to S. It follows that S separates points of 77(e).
2.6. Theorem. Let S be a compact, abelian, inverse semigroup with an identity element. The semigroup S separates points of S if and only if E is totally disconnected ; in that case, for each ein E there exists a net Proof. Clearly, if 5" separates points then E is totally disconnected. Conversely, suppose that E is totally disconnected. Since 5 is compact, 5 is a continuous-inverse semigroup. It is clear from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.3 that Eg is dense from below and that each H{e) is isomorphic to the required inverse limit. Recalling the remarks at the end of 2.5, it is clear that we are then able to separate x and y in H{e). On the other hand, if e and/ are in E, with/ge, choose [ea\ in E"r\Se with ea->e. Then ej-^f^e, so that we can find a for which eji^e«. Hence/ is in J€a. As in 2.5, we can construct x in S" with x(f) =0 and x(ea) = 1-Since ea^e, x(e) = 1 ; so we can separate/ and e by an element of 5 . It follows that 5 separates the points of 5.
2.7. In view of our introductory remarks we see that the Pontrjagin duality theorem is valid for a compact abelian semigroup 5 if and only if S is an inverse semigroup with identity element and E is totally disconnected.
2.8. We remark that the isomorphism between H{e) and the inverse limit in Theorem 2.6 may fail to be true even for a locally compact inverse semigroup. Let Z denote the group of integers and 2Z the even integers. Let A be the semigroup {1} U{2_1/n: n = 1, 2, • • • } with xy = min(x, y). Let T = ZXA and 5 the subsemigroup ZX04\{1})U(2ZX{1}).
Then Eg= |0} X{A\{ 1}), but H{\)~2Z
whereas proj lim [H{e), II{] = Z.
2.9. Theorem. Let S be a locally compact, abelian, continuousinverse semigroup, with identity element. The semigroup S separates points of S if and only if E is totally disconnected.
Proof. Clearly, if 5 separates the points of 5 then E is totally disconnected.
Conversely, suppose that E is totally disconnected. Lemma 2.4 shows that Ea is dense from below. If xj¿y are in H{e) choose \ea} in Egf~\Se with ea-+e. We can find a so that eaX7^eay.
From 2.5 we see that 5* separates eax and eay. If x(e<*x) ^x(eay) then x{ea) = 1 =x(e) so that x(x) ^x(y)-On the other hand, if e?*f are in E, with/^e, we can separate e and / by a semicharacter as in Theorem 2.6. Hence S separates points of 5.
